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Message from
the Outgoing
Chair
Amber asked me to write
an outgoing, former Chairs’
message. So, first a quote:
“‘All right,’ said the Cat; and this
time it vanished quite slowly,
beginning with the end of his tail,
and ending with the grin, which
remained some time after the
rest of it had gone.”
Lewis Carol, Alice’s Adventures
in Wonderland

Looking back over 2019, we
had some successes but also
reminders of the fragility of
the DOE support for university
research reactors. TRTR
facilities were cut out of funding
from NEUP for research reactor
infrastructure when some DOE
funds were redirected for new
priorities. Thankfully, the
2020 budget sets a minimum
NEUP investment of $40M and
requires a quarterly report to
Congress on the status of NEUP
and the university projects
funded.
It is important that university
reactors receiving assistance
provide detailed status
reports to your INL program
managers to support these
briefings. They need sufficient
information to communicate
the reliability improvements
and strengthening of the
basis for long term operation
of the university reactors.
While there are plenty of
advocates for university nuclear
engineering programs, those
supporting the continued
operation of the academic

I look forward to continuing
to support TRTR, directly or
indirectly, in the future.
Sean O’Kelly
Associate Laboratory Director
Advanced Test Reactor Complex
Idaho National Laboratory

Message from
the Chair
Sean O’Kelly
Outgoing Executive Committee Chair

program’s research reactors
are a smaller group within the
Nuclear Energy Department
Heads Organization
(NEDHO) community and
the government. Each
facility director or senior
manager should continue to
communicate to their university
the importance of these assets.
Going into 2020, we
will continue to work to
maintain the confidence
from our university or
facility management that we
place safety as our primary
operational focus. This can be
shown by the quality of our
work as demonstrated in the
conduct of operations and
maintenance. It is true that
an incident or event at any of
our facilities reflects on us all.
Some of you may remember (for
those who don’t, it’s on-line)
the ABC News investigation
about security at U.S. university
research reactors in 2005. It
took more than a year for us
to recover from that and it
changed risk perception at
several universities.
I was glad to serve the TRTR
community as Chair in 2019. I
hope I made a difference and
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Happy 2020 TRTR Community!
There are a lot of exciting
things going on with TRTR and
I’d like to share a few of those
with you. Firstly, preparations
are well underway for the
2020 Meeting, to be held on
September 27-October 1.
Located in downtown Chicago
at the Swissotel, it will be a
venue with amazing sights and
things to do. More information
will be posted on the website
soon where you can book a
room, sign up to sponsor the
meeting, and more.
Brenden Heidrich, in
conjunction with Jeff Geuther,
Matt Lund, Bruce Meffert,
and myself finalized our
NSUF University Research
Reactor Fitness Study Report

Clive Townsend
Executive Committee Chair

in December of last year. That
report outlined some of the
high priority issues facility
the community including
infrastructure, regulation
and licensing, staffing and
knowledge transfer, utilization
and relevancy.
The document will be
disseminated to the community
soon, looking forward in 2020,
a TRTR white paper and gap
analysis report will be created.
If you believe an item was
overlooked or understated,
please reach out to any of the
authors with your concern. New
policies approved by the DOENE (if any) will hopefully be
ready for announcement at the
2020 TRTR Annual Meeting.
2019 also saw the exit of
former branch chiefs Al Adams
and Tony Mendiola from the
research reactor regulatory
group. Thank you both for your
time in the
community!
Finally, I’d like to highlight
the great work and service to
the community of the 50.59
Working Group led by Tom
Newton. A group of individuals
have been working to streamline
and normalize the 50.59 process
for all member facilities. Their
document should prove to be
an impactful component in
the management of the fleet of
reactors.
If you ever have any
questions, comments or
concerns, please reach out to me
at clive@purdue.edu.
Thank you and have a great
2020!
Clive Townsend
Reactor Supervisor
Assistant Lab Director
Nuclear Engineering
Purdue University

MESSAGE FROM
THE EDITOR
I

would like to thank
everyone who participated
in the newsletter survey.
I have very much enjoyed
working on this creative effort
over the past year and look
forward to implementing some
changes in the coming year.
The layout has been one
of the most fun parts of each
newsletter. This year might
see the addition of some web
content! I am also looking to
showcase more of the diverse
talent and research that can be
found at our reactors.
New in this newsletter is
a section on people leaving
the community. If you know
of someone that should be
featured, please send me
an email TRTRnewsletter@
isotopictopics.com.
Many of you may have
heard that Thermo Fisher
Scientific discontinued offering
Neutron Flux Monitoring
Systems effective October 2,
2019. Spares, maintenance,
and support are expected to
continue through 2024 out of
the Thermo Fisher facility in
Oakwood Village, Ohio.
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Amber Johnson, Editor
Director
University of Maryland
Radiation Facilities

Luke Gilde, Content Editor
Reactor Operations Manager
University of Maryland
Radiation Facilities

In order to understand
how this loss will affect the
community, please complete
our on-line survey. If you should

have any questions, contact
Brenden Heidrich, brenden.
heidrich@inl.gov.

NEWS
NRC Considers
Reducing Inspection
Requirements at Power
Reactors
The NRC staff has recommended
that the inspection requirements
at power reactors be reduced
as a cost cutting measure. They
cite the excellent safety records
at most plants; however some
are worried about a reduction
in performance if inspection
requirements are reduced. [More]

New Leadership for MIT
Reactor
A team consisting of Gordon Kohse,
Jacopo Buongiorno, and Lance
Snead will replace David Mocton
as director of the MIT Nuclear
Reactor Laboratory.
[More]

Exposure Institute
at Sydney Nuclear
Facility
2
ANSTO
workers
dose
limits
in
a
contamination incident.

has been awarded a contract to
refuel the Royal Military College
of Canada’s (RMC) Slowpoke-2
research reactor. The refueling
should allow the 20 kW reactor to
operate for another 30 years. [More]

NuScale to build 3
Simulators
NuScale has received DOE grants to
build reactor simulators at Oregon
State University, Texas A&M, and in
Idaho Falls for a consortium of Idaho
National Laboratory, Boise State
University, Idaho State University,
the University of Idaho, and the
University of Wyoming.
[More]

Homebuilt Raspberry Pi
Reactor Simulator
Mark Wright has worked for
over 30 years building a PWR
power plant simulator.
[More]

JANUARY 16-17, 2020
International Conference
on Nuclear Engineering and
Nuclear Technology
July 28-31, 2019
Bangkok, Thailand

JANUARY 31, 2020
Women in Nuclear UK
Conference
London, England

FEBRUARY 10-14, 2020
International Conference on
Nuclear Security
Vienna, Austria

MARCH 22-26, 2020
European Research Reactor
Conference
Helsinki, Finland

Y-12 supporting Mo-99
Production Facility
exceed
Mo-99
[More]

15 Operators Licensed
at UAE Reactor
The first 15 Reactor Operators
and Senior Reactor Operators
for the country’s 1st nuclear
power
plant.
[More]

Royal Military College
of Canada’s SLOWPOKE
Reactor to be Refueled
The Canadian Nuclear Laboratories
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Upcoming
Events

The
Y-12
National
Security
Complex is supporting Coquí Radio
Pharmaceuticals to develop a Mo-99
production facility at the Heritage
Center in west Oak Ridge. [More]

Fuel Ordered for Vogtle
Unit 3
Georgia Power has ordered fuel
for Vogtle unit 3, the reactor
under construction in Georgia.
When completed, the reactor will
be the first new power reactor in
the US in over 30 years. [More]

MARCH 29APRIL 2, 2020
Physics of Reactors Conference
Cambridge, England

APRIL 8-9, 2020
International SMR and
Advanced Reactor Summit
Atlanta, Georgia

APRIL 23-26, 2020
USA Science and Engineering
Festival
Washington, DC

Reed College Leads the
Nation in Percentage
of Graduates who Earn
PhDs
A new study has found that
Reed College, home of the Reed
Research Reactor, has the highest
percentage of its graduates go on
to earn PhDs. Roughly 38% of Reed
graduates go on to get PhDs. [More]

Sandia Develops New
Method for Cooling
Corium
Scientists at Sandia National
Laboratory have developed a new
method for cooling molten corium
by using granular carbonate
materials to make the material
porus and cool it down. [More]

SHINE License
Application Accepted
The NRC has accepted SHINE’s
Operating License Application
to operate its medical isotope
production facility. The NRC will
now begin its technical review of
the license application.
[More]

Kansas State Reactor
Featured
The Kansas State reactor was
profiled in Electronic Design. [More]

Fukushima 50 Film due
to be released in 2020
A new movie on the workers who
stayed behind to manage the
Fukushima Daiichi Power Plant
following the 2011 disaster is due
to be released in 2020. [More]

HFIR Restarts
Following
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a

nearly

year

long

shutdown due to a damaged fuel
element, the High Flux Isotope
Reactor at Oak Ridge National
Laboratory has been restarted.
During the shutdown significant
upgrades to neutron scattering
instruments were made that will
improve capability and reliability.
HFIR is one of only 3 major neutron
scattering facilities in the US. [More]

Abilene Christian
University Builds
Molten Salt Test Loop
Researchers at Abilene Christian
University have constructed a
molten salt test loop in order
to
study
characteristics
for
advanced
reactors.
[More]

Idaho and DOE reach a
deal on Spent Fuel
The state of Idaho and the
Department of Energy have
reached a deal that will allow small
amounts of spent nuclear fuel into
the state for research purposes.
The state has been blocking such
shipments since 2013.
[More]

Is Nuclear Power
Worth the Risk?
The New Yorker looks at the impact
of the Fukushima Disaster. [More]

Congress
Funds Reactor
Demonstrations
Congress has appropriated $1.49
billion for the DOE’s Office
of Nuclear Energy with the
expectation that the department
will “act aggressively” on the
demonstration of new reactors in
the “near- and mid- term”. [More]

MAY 10-15, 2020
International Symposium on
Reactor Dosimetry
Lausanne, Switzerland

MAY 20-22, 2020
Nuclear Energy Assembly
Washington, DC

JUNE 7-11, 2020
ANS Annual Meeting
Glendale, Arizona

JUNE 23-25, 2020
World Nuclear Exhibition
Paris, France

JULY 20-24, 2020
Nuclear & Space Radiation
Effects Conference
Santa Fe, New Mexico

JULY 26-31
US Women in Nuclear
Richmond, Virginia

SEPTEMBER 1-4, 2020
International Group Operating
Research Reactors Conference
Kazan, Russia

SEPTEMBER 22-26, 2020
TRTR Annual Meeting
Chicago, Illinois

NOVEMBER 9-13, 2020
International Conference on
Radiation Safety
Vienna, Austria

PAL Reactor Profiled
ANSTO’s
(Australian
Nuclear
Science
and
Technology
Organisation)
OPAL
Reactor
was profiled by Create. [More]

Bizarre Phenomenon
of Light Flashing From
Human Eyes Caught on
Camera For First Time
Scientists have verified the long
suspected production of Cherenkov
light in the patient’s eyes during
radiation
therapy.
[More]

GONE
FISSION

Jokes, riddles, puns
Did you hear about the U235 atom
who ran into a neutron?
It split!!
A neutron walks into a bar and
asks how much for a drink?
The bartender responds, “For you,
no charge!”

ANTHONY MENDIOLA

Left - The Obelisco de Buenos Aires
near the site of the 2019 IAEA
Conference on Research Reactors
Bottom - Idaho Falls on the SNake
River near the site of the 2019 TRTR
Annual Meeting

Chief Non-Power Production and
Utilization Facility Oversight
Branch - UNPO
Division of Advanced Reactors and
Non-Power Production and Utilization Facilities - DANU
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
Last day as official NRC employee
is Dec. 31, 2019 but will continue
on to help with the training of his
replacement.
When did you join the TRTR community

When I became NRC’s RTR
Oversight Branch Chief in January
2016.
Favorite highlight from your career?

Considering my whole NRC
career, the opportunity to directly
interact with knowledgeable and
talented regulators, operators,
engineers, managers, and
dedicated workers of a very
complex and diverse industry. I
honestly believe that I have never
had a dull day at the work.
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NRC
INSPECTIONS
University of MissouriColumbia
An inspection of the Missouri
University Research Reactor was
carried out from May 20-23, 2019.
The inspection included a review
of effluent and environmental
monitoring, experiments, review
and audit and design change
functions, procedures, radiation
protection, and transportation.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19163A020.

Missouri University of
Science and Technology
Reactor Facility
An inspection of the Missouri
University of Science and
Technology Reactor Facility was
carried out from June 3-5, 2019.
The inspection included a review
of organization and staffing,
procedures, health physics, design
changes, committees, audits, and
reviews, and transportation of
radioactive material. No violations
were found. The complete
inspection report is ML19177A008.

University of
Massachusetts Lowell
An inspection of the University
of Massachusetts Lowell Reactor
was carried out from June 18-20,
2019. The inspection included
a review of organization and
staffing, operations logs and
records, requalification training,
surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCO),
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emergency planning, maintenance
logs and records, and fuel handling
logs and records. No violations
were found. The complete
inspection report is ML19191A046.

McClellan Nuclear
Research Center
An inspection of the McClellan
Nuclear Research Center was
carried out from August 12–14,
2019. The inspection included
a review of operator licenses,
requalification, and medical
examinations, experiments,
organization and operations and
maintenance activities, review and
audit and design change functions,
procedures, fuel movement,
surveillance; and emergency
preparedness. No violations were
found. The complete inspection
report is ML19233A309.

Washington State
University
An inspection of the Washington
State University Research Reactor
was carried out from July 8–11,
2019. The inspection included a
review of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCOs),
experiments, design changes,
committees, audits, and reviews,
emergency preparedness,
maintenance logs and records, and
fuel handling logs and records.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19203A182.

Considering my time with the
TRTR community, the highlights
has always been the TRTR conferences I have attended. The opportunity to interface with representatives of the entire community, to
work together and resolve issues
in a face to face manner to mutual
satisfaction is my personal highlight from these conferences.
What will you miss?

The opportunity to contribute in
some manner to all that we do
here at the NRC and within the
nuclear community.
Best TRTR conference destination?

San Diego (Personal bias, as I was
born and raised there)
Advice for people in the community?

Recognize, appreciate, and
respect the importance of the
community to our quality of
life. The mentoring you provide,
the isotopes you create, the
experiments you complete, and
the expertise that you enhance,
all will have a lasting effect on
parts of our society that are not
cognizant of your efforts, until
that one day when your successes
supports their career choices,
cures a loved one, improves their
life, and answers their prayers.
Someone once said that “You have
not lived today until you have
done something for someone who
can never repay you”. I believe
that this silent gratitude of others
will bring joy and fulfillment to
the community.
What did you find most fulfilling
about your career?

Making a difference and
improving the process, so those
who will come behind me can
be better at their job than I have
been.

Idaho State University
An inspection of the Idaho State
University Reactor was carried
out from July 29-31, 2019. The
inspection included a review
of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCOs),
experiments, design changes,
committees, audits, and reviews,
emergency preparedness,
maintenance logs and records, and
fuel handling logs and records.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19227A326.

General Atomics TRIGA
Reactor Facility
An inspection of the General
Atomics TRIGA Reactor Facility
was carried out from August 5-8,
2019. The inspection included
a review of decommissioning
activities. No violations were
found. The complete inspection
report is ML19247C512.

University of Florida
Training Reactor
An inspection of the University
of Florida Training Reactor was
carried out from May 7-9, 2019.
The inspection included a review
of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCOs),
and experiments. No violations
were found. The complete
inspection report is ML19255E598.

University of New Mexico
An inspection of the University of
New Mexico Research Reactor was
carried out from December 18-20,
2018. The inspection included a
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review of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCO),
experiments, health physics,
design changes, committees,
audits and reviews, emergency
planning, maintenance logs and
records, fuel handling logs and
records, and transportation of
radioactive materials procedures.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19255E713.

What do you plan to do in retirement?

When finally retired, travel
with my wife to those places we
have not been yet, and a couple
of places we would want to
experience again. Otherwise, visit
the grandkids, sleep in, spring
training, sleep in, and of course,
sleep in.

Maryland University
Training Reactor
An inspection of the Maryland
University Training Reactor was
carried out from April 2-4, 2019.
The inspection included a review
of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCO),
experiments, health physics,
design changes, committees,
audits and reviews, emergency
planning, maintenance logs and
records, fuel handling logs and
records, and transportation of
radioactive materials procedures.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19255E331.

University of Utah
An inspection of the University
of Utah Research Reactor was
carried out from August 19-22,
2019. The inspection included a
review of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and
limiting conditions for operation,
experiments, design changes,
committees, audits, and reviews,
emergency planning, maintenance
logs and records, and fuel handling

ALEXANDER ADAMS JR.
Senior Project Manager
Non-Power Production and Utilization Facility Licensing Branch
Division of Advanced Reactors and
Non-Power Production and Utilization Facilities - DANU
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Last day as official NRC employee is
Dec. 31, 2019
When did you join the TRTR community?

Don’t remember exactly but I did
go to meetings in the early 1980s
while at the University of Buffalo.
HEU-LEU conversion was the all
consuming topic of the day.
Favorite highlight from your career?

Being able to see the world while
helping IAEA and efforts to
convert reactors to LEU.

logs and records. No violations
were found. The complete
inspection report is ML19248C724

were found. The complete
inspection report is ML19304C605.

Kansas State University
Purdue University
Reactor
A non-routine, announced
safety inspection of the Purdue
University Reactor was carried
out from August 21-29, 2019.
The inspection included a review
of operating logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and
limiting conditions for operation,
committees, audits and reviews;
and, fuel handling logs and
records. No violations were found.
The complete inspection report is
ML19282B996.

Dow Chemical TRIGA
Reactor
An inspection of the Dow Chemical
TRIGA Reactor was carried out
from September 9-13, 2019. The
inspection included a review of
health physics, design changes,
emergency planning, maintenance
logs and records, experiments,
fuel handling logs and records,
and inspection of transportation
activities. No violations were
found. The complete inspection
report is ML19294A090.

University of New Mexico
An inspection of the University of
New Mexico AGN-201 Reactor was
carried out from October 21-24,
2019. The inspection included a
review of organization and staffing,
operations logs and records,
procedures, requalification
training, surveillance and limiting
conditions for operations,
experiments, design changes,
committees, audits, and reviews,
emergency planning, maintenance
logs and records, and fuel handling
logs and records. No violations
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An inspection of the Kansas State
University Research Reactor was
carried out from October 7-11,
2019. The inspection included
a review of organization and
staffing, procedures, health
physics, design changes,
committees, audits and reviews,
and transportation of radioactive
materials. A pair of Severity Level
IV violations were identified, one
for failure to submit an annual
report in the proper time frame,
and one for failure to perform
semi-annual surveys as required.
The complete inspection report is
ML19296D152.
Kansas State also self reported
a failure to fully meet their fuel
inspection requirements: “ Due
to an inspection tracking sheet
sorting error, four fuel elements
were not marked to be inspected
and are currently outside of the
required surveillance frequency.”

Rhode Island Nuclear
Science Center
An inspection of the Rhode Island
Nuclear Science Center was
carried out from November 4-7,
2019. The inspection included
a review of operator licenses,
requalification, and medical
examinations, experiments,
organization and operations and
maintenance activities, review and
audit and design change functions,
procedures, fuel movement,
surveillances, and emergency
preparedness. No violations were
found. The complete inspection
report is ML19319B661.
The Rhode Island Nuclear
Science Center also self reported
a failure to fully meet their

What will you miss?

The people. This is a special
community. I really enjoyed
running a research reactor. I have
about 400 start-ups and 3000
hours at the controls. I grew to
understand the important of the
work that research reactors do.
The folks I worked with at NRC
are the best at what they do.
Best TRTR conference destination?

The MIT meetings on Cape Cod.
Advice for people in the community?

Stay focused on safety and the rest
will be easy. A safe reactor is a
productive reactor.
What did you find most fulfilling
about your career?

How we addressed security after
9-11. We had to get it right for the
community and we did.
What do you plan to do in retirement?

Travel a bit. Work on my 85
Corvette and 63 Olds Cutlass.
Hang around in Buffalo (home)
more (in the summer).

The picture is from my retirement.
The flag is from Naval Reactors
and NRC. It was flown above the
USS SEAWOLF, USS VIRGINIA,
USS GERALD R. FORD (the
propulsion plants I was involved

surveillance requirements: “The
facility identified a missed annual
surveillance for their shim safety
blades drop time as required by
TS 4.2.1. The facility, a Materials
Testing Reactor used for research,
was not in operation. The licensee
stated the last surveillance was
performed in August 2018.
Additionally, they stated the
reactor will not be operated until
the surveillance is completed
and meets the shim safety blades
requirements in TS 3.2.2.”

Ohio State University
An inspection of the Ohio State
University Research Reactor
was carried out from October
21-24, 2019. The inspection
included a review of organization
and staffing, operations logs
and records, requalification
training, surveillance and
limiting conditions for operation
(LCO), emergency planning,
maintenance logs and records, and
fuel handling logs and records.
No violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19309D628.

UC Irvine
An inspection of the UC Irvine
TRIGA Reactor was carried
out from November 5-7, 2019.
The inspection included a
review of organization and
staffing, operations logs and
records, requalification training,
surveillance and limiting
conditions for operation (LCO),
emergency planning, maintenance
logs and records, and fuel
handling logs and records. No
violations were found. The
complete inspection report is
ML19333B907.
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NIST Center for Neutron
Research
An inspection of the NIST Center
for Neutron Research Reactor
(NBSR) was carried out on
November 15, 2019. The inspection
included a review of operator
licenses and re-qualification
training, organization, operations,
and maintenance activities, and
surveillances. No violations were
found.

University of MissouriColumbia
An inspection of the Missouri
University Research Reactor was
carried out from November 4-7,
2019. The inspection included
a review of operator licenses,
requalification, and medical
examinations, experiments,
organization and operations and
maintenance activities, review and
audit and design change functions,
procedures, fuel movement,
surveillances, emergency
preparedness, and event follow
up. Three self identified Severity
Level IV violations related to the
inoperability of the containment,
anti-siphon system, and shim
blades were reviewed and closed.
An inspection follow up item
related to the implementation of
work control training was also
opened.

in), Naval Reactor headquarters
and NRC. The other picture is on
the Navy helicopter on the way to
the FORD in the Atlantic.
If you know of anyone else entering
or leaving the community, please let
us know so we can include them in a
future newsletter!!
trtrnewsletter@isotopictopics.com

Turkey Point Nuclear
Power Plant License
Extended to 80 Years

T

he reactors at the Turkey
Point Nuclear Generating
Station have had their licenses
extended for another 20
years by the NRC. This makes
them the first reactors to be
granted a 2nd license extension
bringing their total license term
to 80 years.
There are a number of other
power plants that are working
towards license extensions to
80 years, and the average age
of nuclear power plants in the
US is now 39 years.
Currently, work is ongoing
to add 2 AP1000s to the Turkey
Point Nuclear Generating
Station.

Turkey Point Nuclear Generating
Station

STAFF PROFILE
Meagan Nydegger was hired to be the Chief of Reactor Operations at the NIST Center for Neutron
Research in early 2019. Before that she worked in several roles in the nuclear power industry.
Here she answers some questions about herself.
What is your background?
What lead you to the nuclear
industry?
My interest in nuclear first
began when I was 14 years old. We
had an assignment when I was in
high school physics to write a 5
page paper on a physics topic of
our choice; I chose nuclear physics.
I fell in love with the science and
had the hardest time containing
my paper to 5 pages.
I spoke with my teacher after
that assignment on the career
possibilities involving nuclear
physics, she suggested nuclear
engineering and nuclear power.
I did a bit more research on my
own into those and knew that was
where I wanted to be.
So, I attended Missouri
University of Science and
Technology for nuclear
engineering. After graduating, I

worked for Exelon Nuclear in the
Chicago-land area for about 3 years
as a system engineer, then moved
to Southern Company to go into
operations at Plant Hatch.
After standing shift as an SRO
and working my way up on the
plant side, I was transferred to a
corporate oversight role. In this
role I oversaw the operations of
Plant Hatch, Plant Farley, and
Plant Vogtle. I was the plant
to corporate liaison and was
responsible for ensuing all three
sites operated most efficiently. I
had was responsible for briefing
and advising the senior executive
vice presidents and Chief Nuclear
Officer of the company on events
that took place at each plant.
From the corporate oversight
position, an opportunity came up
for me to transfer to the public
side of nuclear here at NIST as the
Chief of Reactor Operations.

What is your favorite thing
about being at NIST so far?
Hands down, the best thing
is being able to see operations
department have a direct impact
on facilitating such remarkable
scientific advancements.

What do you see as the biggest
challenge moving from a power
reactor to a research reactor
The biggest challenge is the
difference in the regulation of
power vs research. The amount
of regulation that I am used to is
hard to shake. I have had to make
a conscious effort to realize this is
not the power industry and does
not have to be treated as such.

To the left is me, Eevee, and my
friend Kevin. Above is my cat
Charlie. On the following page is
Bulbasaur on the left and Eevee on
the right.
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What is something you want
to accomplish while at NIST?
I would love to be able to
improve the efficiency of the
department, but my first step is
increasing the staffing numbers
and creating succession plans for
key developmental positions in the
organization.

What lead you to this job?
I wanted to step out of my
comfort zone of nuclear power
and go back to my educational
roots and facilitate scientific
advancement.

If nuclear reactors didn’t
exist, what would your dream
job be?
Being an attorney and
specializing in business,
environmental, and energy law.

What is the biggest difference
you have noticed between
working at a power reactor
and a research reactor?
The biggest difference is the
frequency of outages. I was used
to being in an outage once every
12 months (2 units were at my
pervious site and their outages
were on a staggered 24 month
cycle). I remember attending my
first outage planning meeting on
the research side and thinking,
“man, only one hour to go over the
whole outage schedule?”. I was
used to outage schedule review
being at least a full day long task.

What is a fun fact about
yourself?
I am a big nerd, always have
been. I was the kid who played
with pokemon cards, pogs, video
games (like the good ole sega
genesis and N64), and magic cards.
I have to keep a piece of that with
me, so I named my dogs Eevee and
Bulbasaur (after pokemon).
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What is a good story from
your time at a power plant?
There are so many good
stories from my time in the power
industry, it’s hard to pick just
one! I’ll tell you about a moment
that has since become a story
the training department tells
individuals going through initial
license training.
In the power industry, initial
license training is a lengthy 18-24
month process and the exams are
laid out differently than they are
in the research world. There are
three sections, which is similar to
how we do business in research,
but the sections are different.
The first is a written test (just
like how we do in research), the
second is the job performance
module section, and the third is
an operating evaluation in the
simulator.
The operating portion is similar
to how exams are conducted in
research, except you are evaluated
on actually performing evolutions
and responding to events.
The job performance module
section is the most different. This
is a section that has a number of
specific tasks the candidate has to
perform or simulate performing. If
the task is based in the simulator,
it is expected that you perform said

task.
Anyways, during my exam I was
tasked with reopening the main
steam isolation valves (MSIVs)
after an event that caused the
reactor to scram. I had practiced
this numerous times and was
confident I knew what I was doing,
so I grabbed the procedure and
began the process to open these
valves.
While I was checking
parameters to ensure the
differential pressure across the
valves was less than 50 psid, I
looked at the correct indication,
then the incorrect, then back to
the correct again. I ended up
writing down the reading from the
incorrect indication, which read
the dP was less than 50 psid.
I opened the first MSIV,
watched it open, then it hit me
what I just did. I put my palm to
my head when I this realization
hit, turned to the NRC examiner
and told him “hey Joe, we can
stop here if you want. I just failed
this because I looked at the wrong
indication. There’s no point in
wasting our time with continuing”.
He looked at me with this
bewildered look and responded,
“ok, well then we will stop here”.
We discussed what I did wrong
and what I should have done, then
had a good laugh because that was
the first time he had ever had an
SRO candidate say ”..we can stop”,
that was also the first time anyone
in an initial license training at my
old plant did that.
So, that moment ended up
becoming some of the instructors
favorite stories to tell to oncoming
initial license training classes of a
“what not to do” moment.

What is your favorite
vacation?
Anywhere I can bring my
animals, relax with a hot cup of tea,
and enjoy nature.

TRTR 2019 REPORT
T

he 2019 Training
Research and Test
Reactor (TRTR) annual
meeting was hosted by the
Idaho National Laboratory in
Idaho Falls, Idaho. The 5 day
meeting included approximately
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50 presentations by 15
organizations as well as tours
of the Advanced Test Reactor
(ATR), Advanced Test Reactor
Critical Facility (ATR-C), and
the Transient Reactor Test
Facility (TREAT). A special

tour of Experimental Breeder
Reactor No. 1 was added on
Friday. With so many reactor
sites to visit, we only had time
for a small subset!
Most of the research and
test reactors across the US and

Previous page - Famous sign at EBR1 museum
Top - EBR-II Console
Middle Left -Marianne Walck, DEPUTY
LABORATORY DIRECTOR FOR SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY AND CHIEF RESEARCH
OFFICER, IDAHO NATIONAL LABORATORY
Middle Right - Heat Transfer
Reactor Experiment 3 on Display at
EBR-1
<Bottom Left - Clive Townsend From
Purdue University Speaks during
the NSUF Research Reactor Fitness
Workshop Results Panel
Bottom Right - 2nd Annual TRTR 5K
Participants

Canada were represented, and
the meeting included a day of
presentations by the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission.
The TRTR Executive
Committee Meeting, ANS
Standards Meeting, and TRTR
Business Meeting were held and
included the election of new
Page 15

officers: Chair- Clive Townsend
(Purdue University), TreasurerTom Newton (NIST Center for
Neutron Research), SecretaryAmber Johnson (University
of Maryland) and Chair electAyman Hawari (North Carolina
State University).
The conference included the

awarding of the 2019 Tawfik
Raby Scholarship to Garret
Wendel of Pennsylvania State
University at the banquet, as
well as a presentation on the
history of the many reactors at
INL. The 2020 TRTR Annual
Meeting will be hosted by
Purdue in Chicago.

IAEA 2019
REPORT
BUENOS AIRES, ARGENTINA
25-29 NOVEMBER 2019

O

nce every 4 years the IAEA
hosts an International
Research Reactor
conference. The theme for this
year was “Addressing Challenges
and Opportunities to Ensure
Effectiveness and Sustainability.”
Presentations were given
in 7 categories: Utilization
and Applications, Operation
and Maintenance, New
Research Reactor Programs,
Safety of Research Reactors,
Security of Research Reactors,
Fuel Management and
Decommissioning, and Common
Management Considerations.
Prof. Kenan Ünlü, Director
of the Radiation Science and
Engineering Center at Penn State
University, gave an invited talk
titled: “Strategies for Effective
and Sustainable Utilization of
Small and Medium Size Research
Reactors.” Numerous talks were
given by various regulatory
agencies, including Al Adams
from the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission.
Giving a moving talk addressing
Operation and Maintenance
issues with the resin columns
at MURR was Reactor Manager
Bruce Meffert. His preferred style
to move away from the podium
during his presentation might be
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unconventional but it does help to
keep the audience engaged!
Posters were also an important
part of every coffee break.
Michael Reichenberger, Radiation

Above - The 30MW RA-10 reactor
under construction at the Ezeiza
Atomic Centre near Buenos Aires

Measurement Scientist from the
Advanced Test Reactor(ATR)
at INL, presented on the
“Modernization of the Radiation
Measurements Laboratory at
the ATR Complex.” Michael
recommends this conference
for anyone “wanting to become
familiar with the wide variety
of research reactors around the
world.”
Luke Gilde, Reactor
Operations Manager at the
Maryland University Training
Reactor (MUTR) had a poster on
“Educational Uses of the MUTR.”
Sarah Don, Superintendent at the
MIT Nuclear Reactor Laboratory,
found it “valuable to see just how
important and versatile research
reactors are in global education
and research.” Both Sarah and
Bruce use the IAEA publication on
Management of Research Reactor
Ageing at their facilities.
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The last day of the conference
offered either a tour of the
construction sites for the RA-10
research reactor at the Ezeiza
Atomic Centre or Argentina ́s
Small Modular Reactor prototype,
CAREM.

Above - Bruce Meffert From(The
University of Missouri - Columbia
gives his talk on Ion Exchanger
Replacement
Below - Attendees of the IAEA
International Research Reactor
Conference

KNOW MORE NUKES
MISSOURI UNIVERSITY RESEARCH REACTOR
In this edition of Know More Nukes We Visit the Missouri University Research Reactor
at the University of Missouri in Columbia, Missouri. Leslie Foyto, Associate Director
Reactor Facilities Operations at MURR, has provided the responses to our questions.
What year did your reactor
first go critical?
The reactor first went critical on
October 13, 1966.

What is the reactor license
number? Power level?
MURR’s license number is R-103.
The facility was initially licensed
at 5 MW, although the reactor
was originally neutronically and
thermal-hydraulically designed for
10 MW operation. It was decided
at the time that the heat exchange
capacity for only 5 MW operation
would be initially installed until
a time when a power uprate was
warranted. In 1974, MURR added
the additional heat exchange
capacity and uprated to its current
power level of 10 MW.

What is your position at the
reactor? How long have you
held that position?
I’m the Associate Director of
Reactor and Facilities Operations
at MURR. I have held this position
since 2010.

Have any major changes/
modifications, such as
conversion, power upgrade,
etc. been done?
There have been many significant
renewal projects over the past
20 years to ensure continued
operational reliability of the
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reactor. Projects ranging from
major electrical upgrades, to
instrumentation and control
replacements, and building
additions to support our increase
in research activities. We are also
actively collaborating with the
U.S. National Nuclear Security
Administration Office of Material
Management and Minimization
to find a suitable LEU fuel
replacement for MURR. Part of the
conversion efforts will also include
a power uprate to 12 MW.

What is a unique feature of
your reactor?
Our central flux trap where the
peak unperturbed thermal flux
is 6 × 1014 n/cm2-sec. Having a
high neutron flux is essential for
MURR in order to accomplish its

mission of supplying critical high
specific activity radioisotopes to
the community, both domestic and
international.

What is a fun fact about your
reactor?
There are a couple. Currently
MURR is the sole supplier of
Mo-99 and I-131- the two most
used medical isotopes in the
world – in North America.
Another interesting fact is that
the construction company, B.D.
Simon, which built MURR broke
ground at the reactor site in July
1963 to begin construction based
on a “handshake,” while the official
contract was still being finalized. I
can guarantee that doesn’t happen
nowadays!

Previous page - Initial Criticality at
MURR on October 13, 1966
Right - MURR Control Room
Bottom: - MURR Facility
Next page: - MURR Pool

What is the biggest challenge
facing your reactor?
Like most facilities built in the 50s
and 60s, ensuring that the facility
is proactive in aging management
to ensure operational reliability.
Also, our research programs have
grown to the point that space
– office and laboratory – has
definitely become an issue. The
facility has nearly doubled in size
from when it was first built and we
are currently looking at additional
expansions.

What is the most unusual
request someone has had to
use your reactor?
We have irradiated everything
from gemstones to human teeth
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to a section of the space shuttle
Challenger to help determine its
failure. But perhaps the most
unusual request was from an
individual about 15 years ago
asking if we could gamma irradiate
some dog food. We asked him
“what mass” and he said “well I
figure between 15 and 20 tons a
week.” We politely replied that it
really wasn’t in our wheelhouse for
something like that.

What drew you to your
current position?
I originally came to Missouri from
the east coast after I got out of the
U.S. Naval Nuclear Propulsion
Program to go to school at the
University of Missouri because
of MURR. I thought that I would

head back east after I graduated
but I was offered a great job at
MURR and stayed, so I have gone
from an Engineer, to Reactor
Manager and now to my current
position.

What has been your favorite
project?
There have been numerous
over the years that were very
interesting and challenging but I
would say the project to produce
iodine -131 because there were
so many facets of the project –
license amendment, building
addition – 2 floor – with a floor
loading to support 400,000 lbs.
of hot cells, laboratory with clean
room specifications and a very
intricate and complicated exhaust

ventilation filtration system. As
they say with regards to making
iodine-131…if it was easy everyone
would be doing it! I have also
really enjoyed working on the new
fuel conversion project through
RERTR. I have learned more
about fuel design and fabrication
than I could ever have imagined
plus it is really exciting to be part
of the team designing a new LEU
fuel.

Before working at your
reactor, what was the most
unusual or interesting job
you’ve ever had?
As I stated before, I was in the U.S.
Navy for almost 9 years, so that
was a very interesting job with
lots of travel, which I enjoy a lot.
I also worked at a groomer/dog
kennel that specialized in working
class dogs, like Saint Bernard’s,
Great Pyrenees, Newfoundland’s,
etc. One the jobs was cleaning
the outdoor dog runs….you can
imagine the challenges of cleaning
up after 150 pound dogs!

What do you find the most
challenging at reactor?
One of the things we take the
most pride in is our operating
schedule, 150 hours per week,
every week of the year. Within
that approximately 16 hour
shutdown window, we must:
refuel; remove samples that can
only be removed with the reactor
shutdown; perform preventative
and corrective maintenance;
perform Technical Specification
surveillances; implement ageing
management improvements/
modifications; etc.

What advice would you give to
new reactor operators?
Never stop learning about your
facility. Gaining the knowledge
to be a successful licensed reactor
operator is great and it’s the first
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step, but taking the next step and
going through all of the initial
licensing basis documentation
provides you a fundamental
understanding of why the facility
was designed and built the way
it was. Also, when you are on a
crew, it is extremely important
to act as a team, having each
other’s backs, knowing each of
your crew member’s strengths and
weaknesses.

What are three career lessons
you’ve learned thus far?
1. Work hard. I am a firm believer
that good things eventually come
to those who work hard and show
patience for opportunities because
you never know when they will
present themselves.
2. Understand that not everyone
has the same standards as you.
3. Never stop learning…not about
your facility or other facilities
in the U.S. and internationally.
Benchmarking and learning the
best practices at other facilities can
be brought back and implemented
at your facility. While we all like to

think we do a great job of running
our facility, we are not great at
everything and there is a lot to be
shared in our community to help
improve all of us.

Anything else???
The research and test reactor
community is small and unique,
and we should all try to help and
support each other as much as we
can. We provide an invaluable
service to this country, and also
internationally, and we should all
ensure that the remaining research
and test reactors in the U.S. are
around for years to come.

KNOW MORE NUKES
PENN

STATE

BREAZEALE

REACTOR

In this edition of Know More Nukes We Visit the Penn State Breazeale Reactor
at the Penn State College of Engineering in Pennsylvania. Jeffrey Guether,
Associate Director for Operations at Penn State, has provided the responses
to our questions.
What year did your reactor
first go critical?
1955

What is the reactor license
number? Power level?
We hold license R-2, and are
allowed to operate up to 1.0 MW in
steady state. We are also licensed
to pulse with a reactivity limit of
$3.50.
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What is your position at the
reactor? How long have you
held that position?
I am the Associate Director
for Operations. I’ve held the
position since June 2017. It’s
my job to manage the operations
staff, supervise operations and
training, review experiments
and procedures, and manage the
facility license.

Have any major changes/
modifications, such as
conversion, power upgrade,
etc..., been done?
We recently replaced our reactor
tower, grid plates, beam ports, and
moderator tank. We’re working
on a new control console and
have plans to expand our beam
laboratory.

What is a unique feature of
your reactor?
Our reactor core can move along
two sets of rails and rotate, giving
us the ability to reposition with
respect to X, Y, and Θ. This allows
us to couple the reactor core to
various experimental fixtures in
different parts of the pool.

What is a fun fact about your
reactor?
Our reactor went critical when
Dwight Eisenhower was the US
President. At the time, his brother
Milton was the president of Penn
State. This convenient family
connection helped us get our fuel
delivered quickly.

What is the biggest challenge
facing your reactor?
We have a lot of usable beams, but
our beam lab is very small. We
need to enlarge it in order to fully
realize our potential.

What is the most unusual
request someone has had to
use your reactor?
We get a lot of requests to support
unusual experiments. I recently
turned down work to measure
the effectiveness of a “magic pill”
shielding material. More and
more, experimenters have been
proposing complex experiments
that would make use of our large
reactor pool and movable core to
utilize a novel irradiation fixture,
such as a pressurized coolant loop
or heated salt.
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What drew you to your
current position?
I started my professional career
as a nuclear design engineer for
KAPL, but I was moonlighting as
a reactor staff member at the RPI
critical facility. I realized that I
enjoyed managing and operating a
research reactor more than reactor
design. I derive satisfaction from
the variety of things that I am
called to do, and I like to get a little
dirt under my fingernails from
time to time.

What has been your favorite
project?
The beam port replacement
outage was my favorite. It was

Previous page - President
Eisenhower dedicating the
Breazeale Nuclear Reactor
Above - Breazeale Nuclear Reactor
Core, a unique conversion TRIGA
using individual elements rather
than fuel bundles.
Next page - Completion of the new
moderator and neutron beamline
assembly at the Breazeale Nuclear
Reactor.

an enormous amount of work
and required a lot of day-to-day
planning and oversight. Our staff
were terrific, and everyone worked
hard from beginning to end.

excellent student operators, but
it seems like class takes more and
more of their time.

Before working at your
reactor, what was the most
unusual or interesting job
you’ve ever had?

Be fascinated. That’s not just an
annihilation peak on your HPGe
pulse height spectrum…it’s proof
that E really does equal mc2. That
TRIGA pulse gave you the data you
need to find your prompt neutron
lifetime. So much of what we do
is set by procedure that we can
lose sight of how amazing our jobs
are…what we see on daily basis
sounds like a science fiction movie
to others.

I had the pleasure of serving as the
Reactor Manager at KSU for seven
years. That was a very challenging
but fulfilling job.

What do you find the most
challenging at the reactor?
I have found it increasingly
challenging to find student interns
who can take on a full course load
and still dedicate enough time to
the reactor facility to train, meet
their requalification requirements,
and do enough ops and other work
to make the arrangement mutually
beneficial. We are blessed with
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What advice would you give to
new reactor operators?

What are three career lessons
you’ve learned thus far?
1. At an aging facility, every day
presents an opportunity to make
the facility a little bit better or
allow it to get a little bit worse.
2. After spending some time

working with things “as they are,”
start asking why they shouldn’t be
changed.
3. Engineers in general, and
nuclear engineers in particular, are
accustomed to doing high-quality
work. We are fortunate to work in
a field with so many hard-working,
talented people.
Want your facility featured in a future
edition of Know More Nukes? Tell us
more via our on-line form!

O

f course, the main reason for a visit to Idaho is the
reactors but one should also make time for the delicious
food! From a previous visit to Idaho National Lab, I was
familiar with Pickle’s Place in Arco ID and knew I had to go back
for another Atomic Burger.
Arco is famous for being the first city to be powered entirely
by nuclear energy. For two hours on July 17, 1955, the BORAX III
reactor provided electricity to entire population for more than 1
hour. After a quick trip to see the Arco sign, we continued on to
dinner.
The Atomic Burger is delicious covered in mushrooms and
cheese. Be sure to ask for the fry sauce!! After eating, it was dark
enough to view the Milky Way near Craters of the Moon National
Monument and Preserve.
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